At Atlas®, we never stop thinking of better ways to help you go new places®. So we use the best available methods to protect your furnishings, including stretch-wrap for upholstered pieces.

What is stretch wrap?
Stretch wrap is a strong, flexible, clear material made from recycled plastic. It shields your fine fabrics from dirt, dust and stains throughout your move. You don't have to ask for it—we include it at no extra charge.

Why do we use it?
It is safe for most delicate upholstery, and it won't harm wood or metal. In high-humidity areas, we may perforate the stretch wrap so furniture can "breathe." However, we won't use stretch wrap on leather or suede, since such items may "sweat" and sustain damage as a result.

Our policy.
As a policy, your Atlas packers and movers will stretch-wrap:
- All overstuffed, fabric furniture;
- The entire body of sofas, wrapping skirts flat to avoid creasing;
- Partially upholstered furniture, such as dining room chairs;
- Furniture with black-lacquer or other high-gloss finishes to guard against surface scratches.

*Other items such as lawn mowers, patio furniture, grills, outdoor items, pre-fab or assembled furniture, may be stretch-wrapped when advisable or disassembly is impractical.

At Atlas, every day is moving day for us. We bring training and years of experience to keep your property safe. Stretch wrap is the best protection for your furniture fabrics. You can count on us to do it right.
Expect More

Regardless of how large or small the move, it can be a big leap from where you are now. Atlas knows this, and that’s why — since 1948 — we’ve worked hard to make your move easier, whether it’s across town, across country, or across the ocean.

Today, we’re the most trusted partner of corporations to move their employees and families, a respected choice of demanding military and government customers, preferred by individual families wanting to make their best move.

It’s what we do, every day. And we never stop thinking of ways to do it better.